Abstract: We present the results obtained from the analysis of the precise spatial orientations of almost forty old colonial Christian churches located in the Arica and Parinacota region. This is an extended and difficult to travel area that received little attention from parish priests, and where one might expect some dialogue to have taken place between the Western tradition and the local Aymara culture in regard to the design and construction of temples. We also briefly comment on our plans to explore neighboring areas to the region here studied, which include many additional historical constructions that share similar cultural traditions.
Introduction
The spatial orientation of ancient Christian churches is one of the most characteristic features of their architecture (Dietz 2005) . In Europe and in many remote sites where the missionaries arrived, there is a clear tendency to orient the altars of the temples in the solar range; namely, the axis of the temple, from the front door towards the altar, is aligned to those points on the horizon where the Sun rises on different days of the year. Among these days, there is a marked preference for those corresponding to astronomical equinoxes, when the axes point towards geographical east, the direction which down through the ages has symbolized the eschaton: the second coming of Christ in kingly glory (McCluskey 2015) . However, even within the solar range, alignments in the opposite direction -with the altar to the west-are not uncommon, although they are exceptional because they do not follow the canonical pattern (see Gangui et al. 2016a , and references therein).
Soon after the Spanish settlement in the Viceroyalty of Peru, Francisco de Toledo decided to reorganize the territory and its population. He focused on the trade routes of the southern Andean area, the main objective of which was to organize the transport of silver from Potosi to the Pacific and also that of quicksilver from Huancavelica to the high Andean mines. On the way to the city of Arica, official maritime port for the merchandise since 1574, there appeared small villages and tambos with stable populations. Modest chapels and churches in this region emerged in strategic locations along the route which trajinantes marched to transport the precious metals from Potosi to Arica beaches, particularly around the Lluta and Azapa valleys.
Churches of Arica and Parinacota -a description
Religious architecture that began to materialize in the southern Andean region was characterized by elongated simple structures, rounded apses, stone walls without edging, pitched and thatched roofs (Fundación Altiplano 2012) . In areas outside the temples there appeared catechetical crosses, arcaded atria, bell towers and small Miserere chapels. In the surrounding environments to the churches, the indigenous demands embodied in the sacred use of open spaces was clear, and formalized in a sort of cohabitation between indigenous and European morphological ideologies.
In Table 1 we show the data obtained in our campaign of fieldwork. The identification of the churches and their coordinates are presented along with their orientation (archaeoastronomical data): the measured azimuth (rounded to 1/2° approximation) and the angular height of the point of the horizon towards which the apse of the church is facing, as well as the corresponding computed astronomical declination. Regarding the construction dates provided for the churches, there is some ambiguity, as the documentary sources are scarce and often refer to ancient churches in the area that are no longer standing. (L and l) 
, the astronomical azimuth (a) taken along the axis of the building towards the altar (rounded to 1/2° approximation), the horizon angular height (h) in that direction (0 B means horizon is blocked; we take h = 0°) and the corresponding resultant declination (δ).
In Fig. 1 we present the orientation diagram for the 38 measured churches and chapels. Among these, 6 are oriented in the northern quadrant; there are 8 oriented in the eastern quadrant (6 of them in the solar range) and 16 oriented in the western quadrant (11 of them in the solar range, with azimuths between 245.0° and 294.6°). Finally, there are 8 churches in the southern quadrant (azimuths between 135° and 225°). Based on their locations in the territory and on their number we think that our sample is representative of most of the temples in the region. In our data, a prominent orientation towards the western quadrant is apparent. 
Fig. 1: Orientation diagram for the heritage Andean churches and chapels of the Arica and Parinacota region, obtained from the data in

Orographic features
In our analysis we took into account that in many of the sites we explored geographical conditions are unique and certainly have played a role when choosing the location of the churches; for example, those placed along rivers in some of the deep valleys of the region (see Gangui et al. 2016c for more details). Moreover, apart from these riverbeds and streams, numerous volcanoes and snowy peaks can serve as points of reference -like tutelary hills, even related to ancestor worship-when deciding the location and orientation of the temples, so we also checked our data to verify those possible orographic features.
The links between the local communities and the sacred spaces of the Andes, such as the apus (Reinhard 1983) or achachilas (which refers to "grandfather" or "ancestor"), are of great importance for the cultural and religious life of the inhabitants of the area (Leoni 2005; Martínez 1983 ). Also, recent ethnographic works, in spite of the known depopulation of the region, have revealed interesting connections between the communities and the cult of prominent hills (Choque and Pizarro 2013) , elements that have survived in time linked to their cosmovision.
In the case of the chapel Virgen del Carmen, in Ungallire, as one emerges from the inside, on the very front, one finds the stunning view of the volcanoes Pomerape and Parinacota (the so called payachatas); these are located with azimuths just a few degrees on either side of the main axis of the construction. We verified something similar with the churches Virgen de la Inmaculada Concepción, of the two villages Guallatire and Ancuta: according to our measurements, the Guallatiri volcano is nearly aligned with the axes of these churches but, in both cases, as it happened with the Ungallire chapel, the location of the volcano is in front of the buildings (Fig.  2 ).
Fig. 2: As one exits the chapel Virgen de la Inmaculada Concepción of Ancuta, one faces -with a high degree of precision-the Guallatiri volcano.
If we now include the angular height of the horizon (h) for each sacred building in the analysis, we get the declination histogram (see Fig. 3 ). It shows two statistically -but not too notorioussignificant peaks above the 3-sigma level (overall, there are three peaks within the solar range). Note that the frequency of events outside the lunisolar range (vertical lines) does not show significant peaks and suggests that a non negligible number of churches were constructed with orientations different from those dictated by the canonical rules (Gangui et al. 2016b) . 
Conclusions
Our results show that, unlike what is commonly found in studies involving European historical churches, in the temples we studied here we found no single orientation pattern valid throughout the whole region. However, we found that almost half of the churches surveyed were oriented within the solar range, with a dominant share in those presenting their altar towards the west. We have also identified some notable cases where the orientation of the temples seems to follow the location of distinctive elements of the landscape -as volcanoes or other aboriginal culturally relevant apus-rather than the rising or setting Sun during meaningful dates for the particular dedication of the churches, a fact that brings to mind more the Aymara worship (BouysseCassagne 1987) than the 16th century Instructions on Ecclesiastical Building written by the Italian Cardinal Carlo Borromeo (1985) .
We are aware that the group of churches in this region -even if their number was adequate for a statistical study such as the one performed here-does not exhaust the work that should be addressed in the near future. The region of Arica and Parinacota is culturally closely related to areas of western Bolivia and southern Peru, not only in terms of geography, but especially in relation to the customs and religiosity of its inhabitants, both of today and of centuries past. We have recently carried out a first exploratory study of the orientations of some old colonial churches surrounding the city of Arequipa, Peru, along with others located on the left bank of the Colca Valley (Gutiérrez et al. 1986) . A preliminary analysis of the measurements of these new churches in southern Peru indicates that, most likely, the patterns of orientation found in northern Chile may replicate around Arequipa. We have verified, for example, that several churches of the Colca Valley are oriented in the solar range and, in particular, one of them, Nuestra Señora de la Asunción de Chivay, besides being oriented to the east, has the property that, when leaving the temple through its main door, the visitor faces the Hualca Hualca volcano with an accuracy of only five degrees in azimuth with respect to the axis of the church.
In summary, we think the study of the precise spatial orientations of the heritage Andean churches we have begun here -and presented briefly in this note-can be extended to neighboring regions and, thus, may lead us to the complete characterization of these emblematic sacred constructions of the South Andean territory.
